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PREFACE

TOGETHER, WE HAVE ACHIEVED A LOT.
Based on the successes in the year just ended, ROWE is looking forward
optimistically to 2016.

2015 was a highly successful year for ROWE. We were
able to further extend our HIGHTEC product range
with innovations that were well-received by the
market, we gained new customers, and we were able
to position ROWE even better in the market.
My thanks go to everyone who has
contributed to this success.
Our new site in Worms has now developed into a
genuine hub for our worldwide customers and partners. In 2015, many of them took the opportunity of
visiting us here, to be won over by the quality of our
ROWE products, to get to know our employees in person, and to take a close look at our production processes. We welcomed a growing number of visitors from
the Far East, Russia, the former CIS states and many
European countries. And we celebrated our “20 years
of ROWE” anniversary with over 200 invited guests
from the worlds of politics and business.The ROWE
Academy has become a key pillar for product training and expert dialogue with our domestic and foreign partners.The level of recognition achieved by the
ROWE brand has intensified. The best quality, satisfied
customers and, of course, our commitment to motor
sports, squash and triathlon – all of which were rewarded with major triumphs – played a vital role in this.
Meanwhile the new ROWE small containers, developed
in 2015, saw us take a further step in upgrading our

into several languages.I hope you enjoy reading this

market presence. I was particularly pleased to see that

latest issue, and I look forward to continuing to do

in a reader survey conducted by the magazine sport

business and working together successfully with you!

auto (issue 11/2015), ROWE was ranked seventh in the
TOP TEN in the category for lubricants. It demonstra-

Yours,

tes that we are being noticed in the market-place by
many end-customers.All of which means that ROWE is
making new advances practically every day, and that’s
something we like to report on for you. Since the start
of 2015, we have had our own company magazine for
this, “ROWE INSIDE”, which is now being translated

Michael Zehe
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WINTER CHEMISTRY // COVER STORY

TRIPLE PROTECTION
Engine coolants need to channel away heat,
prevent corrosion and not freeze even in
severe frost. ROWE winter chemistry satisfies
a complex set of demands.

ROWE offers its customers a broad range
of automotive fluids, subsumed under the
general term ‘winter chemistry’. These
include screenwashes and antifreezes, available commercially worldwide under the
retail names HIGHTEC SCREENWASH and
HIGHTEC ANTIFREEZE. While production
of these fluids is carried out at our site in
Bubenheim, using the latest load cell technology, the work in Worms focuses on
driving research and development of new
high-performance products.
With over 20 different fluids offering various
functionalities, our customers can expect
customised solutions for their requirements.
In this issue of ROWE INSIDE, we take a
closer look at our coolants.
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COVER STORY // WINTER CHEMISTRY

The most exacting of requirements

customer about the quality of the product he is buying.
Most car manufacturers have specifications that a coo-

On average, every minute around 150 litres of coolant

lant must satisfy in order to be approved, which then

is pumped through a car’s cooling circuit.

gives the consumer a good feeling when he tops up

On commercial vehicles, the figure is somewhat hig-

his cooling system using that product.

her. As it does so, the mixture of water and glycol (a

It is not just the colours that are different for the pro-

high-grade alcohol) comes into contact with over 100

ducts in the HIGHTEC range. Each HIGHTEC product

different materials. If the right coolant is not used,

also contains a special composition of additives, res-

then the combination of water, oxygen, pressure dif-

pectively adapted to the car manufacturers’ various

ferences and high temperatures in the cooling system

cooling systems.

produces the ideal conditions for rust and cavitation.
Deep holes can be eaten into the metal, leading to

Top-quality lab engineering

damage to the cylinder head and the cooling pump. In
the worst-case scenario, there is the threat of a total

To check the product quality of its own formulae and

failure of the cooling system, inevitably leading to

of competitor products, ROWE has countless instru-

expensive engine damage.

ments and equipment available in its coolant

For that reason, a cooling fluid must fundamentally

laboratory at its site in Worms, enabling it to come up

exhibit three different properties. Firstly, it carries off

with answers to the latest challenges thrown up by

the heat generated in the engine during the combus-

the automotive industry.

tion process to the radia-

Using standardised tests,

tor, so that the engine does

the coolants are tested in

not overheat. Next, the coo-

the radiator frost protection

lant ensures that the water

laboratory for their physi-

in the cooling circuit does

cal properties and their pro-

not freeze, even in winter at

tective effect against corros-

low temperatures. Lastly, the

ion and cavitation. Numerous

coolant must be able to protect the engine and all the

physical parameters such as pH value, density, refrac-

materials incorporated into the car’s cooling circuit

tive index, water equivalent and reserve alkalinity can

against corrosion.

be measured fully-automatically side by side.

Glycol-based lubricants can tackle the first two require-

Stability at high temperatures and the performance of

ments with ease, but corrosion protection is based on

the additives, both of which are a result of the inter-

chemicals known as additives which are used up over

actions between the materials in the cooling circuit

the lifecycle of a coolant. The chemical composition of

and the coolant, are evaluated at ROWE under both

the additives is different for all coolants, and it is what

static and dynamic test conditions. Corrosion phen-

distinguishes the wheat from the chaff. In the global

omena are not only evaluated using the changes in

coolants market, as for most other products, there are

weight in the test samples before and after testing, as

standards and specifications aimed at informing the

is required by the industry, but are also assessed and
documented visually, using 100 times magnification
under a light microscope.
In addition to the corrosion-inhibiting properties of
an antifreeze, lifetime filling of the cooling circuit is
becoming an increasingly important consideration for
the automotive industry. Accordingly, the coolant
manufacturer needs to provide proof that the corrosion protection additives in the coolant do not break
down over time, even under a wide range of conditions. To take account of these requirements, ROWE has
invested a lot of money in instrument-based analysis. ICP
(inductively-coupled plasma spectroscopy) and atomic
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WINTER CHEMISTRY // COVER STORY

absorption spectroscopy make it possible to identify any

Test under real conditions

elements in the periodic table, even when present only
in trace amounts. Organic components of coolants can

To test our new product developments under real test

be determined qualitatively and quantitively, even in the

conditions for this increased thermal transfer, ROWE

smallest concentrations, using HPLC (High Performance

purchased a hot testing unit. The unit comprises a clo-

Liquid Chromatography). This enables us to respond to

sed cooling circuit in which 4.5 litres of coolant is pumped

the automotive industry’s wishes to identify how the

around the circuit by a coolant pump at a flow rate of 4.3

additives break down over time.

litres/minute, at an overpressure of 1.6 bar. The materials

When it comes to engine development, similarly, lowe-

used for hoses, radiators, balancing containers, sampling

ring CO2 emissions and other emissions which are also

chambers and the water pump correspond to the mate-

being held responsible for climate change is increasingly

rial from the original coolant circuit in the vehicle, and

important. Even in the long term, no end to this develop-

can even be exchanged on a modular basis. With the aid

ment is foreseeable, given the tightened limit values

of software, it is possible to mirror the widely-varying

under the emissions legislation (e.g. the Euro-6 standards)

stresses on the coolant in specific driving situations. Thus

and the general aspiration of lowering CO2 emissions.

we can simulate the stresses involved in a cold start, on

In the past, various concepts were applied by the auto-

long motorway journeys carrying a full load, or the auto-

motive industry to reduce consumption and pollutants,

matic start/stop where the engine is repeatedly switched

whilst simultaneously improving performance. Examples

on and off in day-to-day urban traffic.

of this are the further development of direct injection,
downsizing and turbocharging. Common to all of these

In a sentence: ROWE is well-equipped to continue its

is an increase in thermal transfer to the cooling system,

successful close partnership with the automotive indus-

and thus greater demands placed on the coolant.

try in the coolants sector as we move forward.
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EXTRA // EMPLOYEES

Christos Stamboulakis is a product
manager through and through. For
close on five years, the chemical
engineer has had that role at
ROWE. His specialist field is industrial
and metalworking lubricants. Above all,
this includes developing new products
to suit wholly special and individual
customer requirements. And his working
day reflects this. Around 40 per cent of
his time is spent on the road, visiting
customers – and increasingly on visits
abroad too. He undertakes his other
tasks in the laboratory and at his desk.
This includes formulating new recipes,
creating the product documentation,
sales documents and negotiating with
his colleagues in other departments.

“I LIKE A GOOD SOLUTION.”

Often a long route

challenge is discussed. “Either we can use one of
our existing products straight off, or – as is increa-

From the initial customer enquiry and the idea for a

singly the case – we work together with the customer

new product to deployment of the finished lubricant,

to develop a product which is specially custo-

there are a number of stages to be completed along

mised to his requirements,” says Stamboulakis, out-

the way. It calls for a lot of experience, technical under-

lining the next steps. The latter option can involve

standing, and the ability to imagine yourself in the situ-

a long and complicated route. But this highly-expe-

ation of the particular customer and his situation.

rienced employee certainly doesn’t lack for stamina

“Industrial companies often come to us when they are

when it comes to the long haul. Rather, he takes

looking for a new solution. But there are also internal

pleasure in giving advice, thinking his way into the

cross-connections between the ROWE departments. If

practical processes involved and devising solutions.

my colleagues in Sales approach me with a particular

“We have just been providing support to a customer

problem they have come across in practice, then I make

who manufactures steel and stainless steel parts for

a proactive approach to the customer and offer my

the automotive industry,” he says. Until now, chlo-

consultancy skills. It’s a similar process when the chal-

rinated paraffins have been used in the multi-stage

lenge is acquiring new customers for our services in the

deep drawing dies. A substitute lubricant needed to

market.” That is how Stamboulakis describes the various

be developed for this, for reasons relating to health

routes via which his contacts are forged. A similar star-

and work safety and environmental compatibility, and

ting-point which arises quite commonly is where an

it needed to have similar performance characteristics.

existing product needs to replaced for legal reasons –

However, it is not so easy to achieve the performance of

for instance, due to the REACH Regulation.

chlorinated products using chlorine-free compounds, as

This is another instance where ROWE makes a pro-

various previous attempts by the customer had already

active approach to its customers, to offer them advice

shown. But Stamboulakis managed to develop a chlo-

and suggest alternatives. The product manager particu-

rine-free alternative which was positively received

larly looks forward to those instances when customers

by the customer and which works well in practice.

come to him because other people have recommended

This was then followed by the desk-work. Since,

ROWE to them as a reliable partner. Following the

from the customer’s perspective, the main emphasis

initial contact, the best approach for addressing the

in this case was on finding a substitute for the pre-
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EMPLOYEES // EXTRA

vious, chlorine-based lubricant, the price was calcu-

brochures need to be put together or if the challenge

lated after the successful practical test. Following this,

is to get articles published in specialist magazines.

the item needed to be entered on the ROWE system and
the supply of raw materials for the planned production

Well-networked

volume secured. In addition, agreement had to be
reached with Production, the container sizes needed to

“Without close networking with colleagues in other depart-

be determined, and the labels produced. Ensuring that

ments in the company, none of this would be possible”,

the product introduction is successful across all areas is

adds Stamboulakis, reflecting on his extensive experience.

one part of the tasks that fall to Christos Stamboulakis.

Close agreement is achieved, from production to the laboratory staff to order processing and marketing. Once

Closely involved at all times

everything has worked well, Stamboulakis – who hails from
Mannheim, with family roots in Greece – is highly delighted

As well as this work, he handles the regular technical

to be able to share his successes with his colleagues.

assistance offered to key customers. Whenever an expert is
needed on-site to help with optimising process workflows

Family and music

and finding the right lubricants for them, the ROWE product
manager is in demand. It’s a role in which he has already

A family man, Stamboulakis enjoys relaxing with his wife

established a good name for himself with ROWE customers.

and his five-year old son, or taking an extended walk

“I am always happy if I have been able to position a good

in the countryside. And when time allows, this sports-

product solution based on the ideas our customers have

minded 40-something likes to dig his guitar or his bou-

about what they want, if my product idea fits the bill and

zouki out of the cupboard and play for his friends

the customer feels he has been well-supported. It’s what

and family. As a youngster Stamboulakis played in a

I enjoy most about doing this job,” says Stamboulakis.

band, and even today he can still delight his audience

He’s never bored in his job – because once a product has

with his playing of the bouzouki (a traditional Greek

been formulated, he also has to see to it that the raw mate-

stringed instrument).“There needs to be a certain

rials needed are available at the right time. And lastly, as

balance,” he is convinced, “because then even the sig-

an experienced expert, he is the go-to person if leaflets or

nificant workload can be managed with ease.”
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FOCUS // SEASON REVIEW

ROWE RACING – THAT WAS 2015
“We are proud of our teams!”

Last year, ROWE RACING recorded a series of outstanding
triumphs in various races, and gained a lot of experience
which will feed into the coming season.
Here are a few of the highlights from 2015:
Season launch
ROWE RACING starts the season with a strong squad of
drivers, taking two SLS AMG GT3s, three former DTM drivers
and further top drivers to the Nürburgring-Nordschleife.
Bang on time for the first VLN race, ROWE RACING team boss
Hans-Peter Naundorf reveals a new, top-quality addition to
the driver squad: former DTM driver Renger van der Zande is
an instant boost for the Worms-based racing team. In 2014,
the Dutchman achieved a number of noteworthy performances in the SLS AMG GT3, including a win in the Zandvoort
12-hour race and second place in the GT Cup in Macau.
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SEASON REVIEW // FOCUS
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FOCUS // SEASON REVIEW

25 April

2014 24-hour race, it has achieved a podium finish

ROWE RACING finishes on the podium in VLN Race 2

(2014: VLN Races 5, 7 and 9; 2015: VLN Race 2).

In the second race of the VLN Season 2015, ROWE
RACING lines up with two gull-wing cars. The #7 SLS

20 June

AMG GT3 dominates the race for large sections. This

Fourth place in the Blancpain Endurance

strong performance was ultimately rewarded with

Series, after a spectacular chase-down

a third-place finish. It is an impressive demonstra-

ROWE RACING’s debut at the Circuit Paul

tion by the Worms-based racing team that it ranks

Ricard ended with a top finish: after a spec-

amongst the favourites for the 24-hour race.

tacular chase-down, the SLS AMG GT3
#99 finishes fourth after racing over 171 laps. In

7 May

the 1,000 kilometre race in Le Castellet, on the

Worms racing team starts two SLS

French Côte d`Azur, the Worms racing team car

AMG GT3s in the “Grüne Hölle“

performs outstandingly well over the full dis-

All good things come in threes: following two third

tance. Starting from 27th position, the team made

places in the 24-hour race in the two previous sea-

up fully 23 places in the day-to-night BES!

sons, ROWE RACING is one of the favourites for
the 24-hour race at the Nürburgring in 2015. “The

Overall, ROWE and its racing team put in a notable

time is ripe, and we are ideally prepared for it,”

overall performance in 2015 in the Blancpain Endurance

says ROWE RACING team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf,

Series (BES) - even if the BES season finale at the

ahead of the start. And the results in this VLN race

Nürburgring on 20 September was not so successful (15th

confirm his optimism: in all the races which the

and 19th place finishes). The other races show the poten-

Worms-based racing team has contested since the

tial ROWE RACING has to be challenging up in front:
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SEASON REVIEW // FOCUS

12 April at Monza (northern Italy): placed 7th and 10th.

the race itself. “It was an all-round successful

24 May at Silverstone (UK): the two ROWE RACING

weekend for us. After many good performances

SLS AMG GTS cars finish 10th and 11th.

recently, today the racing gods have finally bestowed

24 and 26 July at Spa-Francorchamps (Belgium): after

another podium finish on us,” comments a delighted

23 hours, the Worms-based team was in third place!

ROWE RACING team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf.

Everything looked set for a perfect race. But just 45

The driver duo of Klaus Graf and Christian Hohenadel

minutes before the end, Nico Bastian (GER) had to retire

(both GER) had already secured pole position

the #99 SLS AMG GT3. The reason was a defect in the

during the morning session on 24 August, in a

alternator and the consequent damage resulting from it.

time of 8:02.804. In the subsequent four-hour
race, the #7 ROWE RACING SLS AMG GT3 quickly

24 August

built up a lead and thereafter was the dominant

ROWE RACING wins Race 6 of the VLN

car, in a field with close on 160 starters.

Endurance Racing Championship 2015
Everything turned out right in the end: fol-

Hans-Peter Naundorf’s justified summary: : “We are

lowing pole position in qualifying, the ROWE

proud of our teams and are going into the 2016 season

RACING SLS also puts in a perfect performance in

full of optimism!”

A decade of successful involvement in motor sports
For around ten years already, ROWE has supported various racing teams in the VLN Endurance Racing Championship and the
24-hour race at the Nürburgring. Since 2008, ROWE has been taking to the track with its own racing team, appearing from
2011 on under the name ROWE RACING. In recent years, there have also been starts in the ADAC GT MASTERS and, in 2015,
for the first time in the Blancpain Endurance Series (BES). Since the 2011 season, the team has raced two Mercedes-Benz SLS
AMG GT3s. Ensuring that these were always in top form has been the responsibility of the Motorsport Competence Group
AG (MCG), based in St. Ingbert (Saarland), headed up by Hans-Peter Naundorf. A full-service partner, MCG is not just a motor
sports ground crew team, but also constantly offers suggestions, ideas and solutions for automotive and racing scenarios.
Testing ground, brand presence and hobby in one
Through this long-term commitment, ROWE is pursuing two key objectives: gathering experience for product development
under the extreme stresses encountered on the racing circuit, and improving its brand presence. And, of course, racing is a personal hobby of company boss Michael Zehe, who still likes to take to the wheel himself.
A balance sheet that speaks for itself
Since 2011 alone, the ROWE RACING team has made a total of 115 starts. In 80 per cent of the races, ROWE RACING cars
finished in the first 11, in 70 per cent of races in the first 10, and in one-third of the races the team finished in the TOP FIVE.
In 18 races over the past five years, ROWE RACING has achieved a podium finish – and nine times, it has been on the winner’s
rostrum. The team now has a selection of high-profile, proven drivers available to it, and is very well-placed to improve its
balance sheet of successes even further in the years ahead.
But it is not just in the sports arena that the company’s commitment to racing has led
to impressive triumphs. On the product side, too, the HIGHTEC RACING product range is
proving high-profile. “Motor sport offers us an ideal development environment to improve
the special performance characteristics of lubricants in the car segment,” says ROWE’s head of
laboratory, Dr. Harald Bock, before naming two examples. The fully-synthetic, multi-grade low
viscosity RACING MOTOR OIL SAE 10W-60, for instance, guarantees maximum performance
and maximum engine power. And with RACING DIFFERENTIAL GEAR OIL SAE 75W-140 LS – a
fully-synthetic high-performance multi-grade gear oil developed by ROWE specially for motor
racing – the teeth on the gearwheels last three times longer than with conventional oils.
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EXTRA // AN ENDURING STORY

Quality is the basis for a long-term, successful

LITY
A
U
Q
100%

company, and it starts with the planning and ends
with the customer – wherever in the world he happens
to be. This process is subject to constant change and
therefore repeatedly throws up new challenges for all
involved. In this article, we look in more detail at three
aspects of this.
Quality audits, successfully passed:
All areas at ROWE are subject to stringent quality requirements, and work to various internationally-applicable standards. To ensure that these requirements and standards
are met, all process workflows are clearly-defined and
described in detail, employees are informed and trained
accordingly, and compliance with specifications is regularly
monitored. This guarantees that the quality of the products
conforms to the specified guidelines at all times.
The responsible quality manager at ROWE is Ulf Geissler.
He also handles compliance with environmental regula-

KEEPING ON
THE BALL AT
ALL TIMES

tions, occupational safety and claims handling.
The basis for quality assurance at ROWE is EN ISO 9001,
the environmental management standard ISO 14001 and
the automotive standard ISO/TS 16949. To obtain certification under these standards, audits are undertaken which
are required to be repeated at regular intervals.
To that end, two external DEKRA auditors visit ROWE
and take a critical look at our two sites in Worms and
Bubenheim, in each case for four days.
The last audit has just been completed. “There were no
notable discrepancies,” Geissler is pleased to report. It

Before you ask, this is not a feature
about sporting triumphs by ROWE-sponsored teams, but about performance of
a very different kind. But it’s precisely this
performance which is key to securing
and upholding reliable quality – both in
our own company and in international
markets.

means that his preparations have paid off. “When the
external auditors come in, employees always feel as if they
are undergoing an examination,” he comments. In principle things should be straightforward, because the standards apply at all times. But to ensure that no stress is
created, Geissler has prepared his colleagues for the audit
during the year. For instance, checks are made on the
understanding of process assurance and on whether the
things specified for the respective area are still up-to-date.
Fully four months ahead of the start of the audit, these
aspects are the focus of increased internal checking, and

In issue 2 of ROWE INSIDE, we took a look at the

various statistical reports are prepared for the audit.

question of “How is quality achieved?” - in the first

Geissler comments with conviction: “That is important, to

of what is set to be a serial feature. In this issue, we

prevent the natural inclination to take the easiest route

focus on audits, and we revisit the subject of “Made

at times from gaining the upper hand in our day-to-day

in Germany”, since now there is a robust court jud-

work. Standards should not be some imposed alien entity,

gement backing this.

but should be something which is consciously lived. Then
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the quality will be right too”. Moreover, quality management is
not a sporadic initiative, but is a continuous and ongoing activity,

Standards
for quality

and one which constantly challenges whether all processes are still
described correctly and satisfy the current requirements.
Court clarification: this is ‘Made in Germany’
A completely different aspect when it comes to quality is the
struggle to ensure that the high quality standards achieved

The basic foundation:

by ROWE are also respected in international competition. If it

EN ISO 9001 is an all-round certifi-

says ROWE on the outside, it needs to have ROWE “Made in

cation which is applied in companies

Germany” quality on the inside.

in all areas and worldwide. It spe-

Particularly in countries in the Far East, this is sadly not always

cifies the minimum requirements

the case, nor is it particularly easy to pursue the issue. Moreover,

for a quality management system. It

there are often different interpretations of what is to be under-

focuses on continuous improvement

stood by the claim “Made in Germany”.

and fault avoidance, reducing waste

A judgement by the regional court (Landgericht) in Frankfurt/

in companies, calculating and moni-

Oder now establishes clarity on this point. The core finding is

toring quality-related costs, all

that a lubricant may only be labelled as “Made in Germany” if

aspects relating to product liability,

the oil was manufactured in Germany and the container was also

together with product safety and

filled in Germany. Thus it states in the judgement: According

product and process development,

to the case law…it is…not necessary for the description “Made

and optimising collaboration.

in Germany” that the merchandise is 100 per cent produced in
Germany, from the intellectual design through to final com-

The environmental standard:

pletion. Rather, it is necessary and also sufficient if the central

ISO 14001 specifies globally-

production process during which the merchandise receives con-

acknowledged requirements for

stituent parts or determining characteristics, from a commercial

an environmental management

perspective, occurs in Germany or is based on a “German”

system. Its focus is on a continuous

service. Mere development and testing and the use of “German”

process for achieving and improving

starting components is insufficient.

environmental performance.
In addition to 9001, a company

Together, for the highest standards

needs a corporate environmental
policy, environmental targets and

Successes of this kind, which ensure clear and distinguishable cri-

a procedure for compliance with

teria in business practice, are also due in part to the joint invol-

the applicable legal obligations.

vement of many German lubricants manufacturers in the trade
association Fachgemeinschaft Schmierstoffqualität (FSQ). The

The comprehensive standard:

FSQ is committed to ensuring the quality of the lubricants mar-

As a technical specification, ISO/TS

keted in Germany. Its focus includes looking at

16949 is based on EN ISO 9001 and

award-winning manufacturer specifications and

contains enhanced requirements for

at labelling products as “Made in Germany”. In

quality management systems and for

this way, the sectoral association is promoting

servicing and maintenance. Without

fair competition, whilst simultaneously streng-

this certification, it is not possible to

thening confidence amongst OEMs, customers
and suppliers.

www.fsq-ev.de

In the next issue of ROWE INSIDE, we will be continuing our
look at the theme of quality assurance – tracking it through
the individual points within the company.

supply to the automotive sector.

EVENTS // AUTOMECHANIKA SHANGHAI

FOCUS ON CHINA
With its presentation at Automechanika Shanghai in early December, ROWE took a
further step along the route into China.

After Frankfurt, Automechanika Shanghai is
the world’s second-biggest Automechanika
show, and simultaneously the most important
event for the automotive industry in the
after-market sector in China. If you want
to show your colours in this market
segment, then this is the place where
you need to do it – in the National
Exhibition and Convention Centre in
the Shanghai district of Hongqiao. From
2-5 December, ROWE presented its full
product range for the automotive sector on
a 50 m² exhibition stand. “This trade fair was

AUTOMECHANIKA SHANGHAI // EVENTS

vitally important to us as we aim to develop the Chinese

the existing retail structures,”

market further,” sums up ROWE boss Michael Zehe, who

says Sablowski.

personally headed up the five-strong team at the fair.

The good discussions held

The company’s commitment was rewarded with consi-

at the trade fair have left

derable attention from trade fair visitors. In Shanghai,

him in an optimistic

the key actors in the sector from the Far East come

mood that things will be

together every year. From manufacturers to suppliers,

happening over the next

from workshop outfitters to dealers and trades, this is

few months to develop

where the widest range of experts meets up. At the

the company’s business in

ROWE stand, an interpreter was on hand to ensure there

China. To drive this forward,

were no comprehension problems, even for detailed

ROWE is also looking to open

enquiries. In addition to its automotive products, the

its own office in China. “We need

industrial lubricants being exhibited by the Worms-based

to have a presence locally in order to

manufacturer also attracted a lot of interest.

find the right partners,” Sablowski is con-

Up until now, ROWE has only had one permanent partner

vinced. It is a long-term process, where the intention is to

in China. “But that is too few to be able to develop such

develop a better understanding of the Chinese mentality

a massive market,” comments export manager Nicolai

and to gradually develop a collaboration which both

Sablowski. With a population of 1.37 billion, China has

sides can rely on.

more residents than North America, Europe and Russia

“We presented ourselves outstandingly well, and I am

combined. “To establish a foothold in this country, we

confident that we will be successful in China. We know

need to find additional partners
with warehousing facilities,
a well-developed sales
network and operational channels to

that the work of building our business is not a simple
task. At the moment, it involves developing our existing
contacts, forging new contacts, identifying the areas
of focus in the country and positioning the products to
match at a local level,” summarises Michael Zehe, giving

major customers.

his impressions of Automechanika Shanghai.

That is the only way

For ROWE, this was definitely not its last appearance in

to enable us to feed

China, but in future it may involve further partners and

more products into

an even more extensive presentation.
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EXTRA // READER QUIZ

PUT YOUR KNOWLEDGE TO THE TEST
A slightly different take on our “Did you know?” feature this time around – a chance to test your
knowledge and hone your observation skills. Have fun!
Which description fits the term reserve alkalinity?

What does quasistatic mean?

A Where a change in status occurs so
A The ability of the human skeleton –
particularly in athletes – to withstand high
short-term stresses
B The ability of a medium to buffer acid
components over a given period
C The ability of fat to neutralise alcohol
in the body

slowly that the system is in thermodynamic
equilibrium at all times
B W
 here fish in an aquarium appear to be
floating rather than swimming
C W
 here a drawn body appears to be a
quadrate, but is not so in reality due to lateral
displacement

What is HPLC?

A The abbreviation for high-performance liquid

What does ASTM stand for?

chromatography
B A new process for digital transmission of image
and sound signals
C A programming language

A For the Allgemeine Süddeutsche Triathlon
Meisterschaft triathlon championships
B For international standards
C For an automobile club

What can you determine using a Noack test?

A The combustion point of a mix
B The change in viscosity as temperature varies

MATCH THE PHOTO TO THE CUT-OUT
Enter the page number on which this photo is to be found in the
boxes, and work out the total sum of the numbers.
Send in the total you have calculated to info@rowe.marketing
with the subject line “INSIDE3-Competition” and you will be in
with a chance of winning a Minichamps model.
Closing date for entries: 30.03.2016
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C The evaporation losses of engine oils

FAKUMA // EVENTS

FOCUS ON INDUSTRY

In 2015, there was a ROWE presence at the Fakuma trade fair in Friedrichshafen
for the first time. It features everything to do with plastics processing
and forming – a key customer segment for industrial lubricants.
On a 21 m² stand, ROWE exhibited a broad range of lubri-

in ROWE products. Botz comments: “In particular, visitors

cants at its first-ever stand at Fakuma. The specialist trade

to our stand homed in on hydraulic oils for plastic injec-

fair in Friedrichshafen, staged from 13-17 October 2015,

tion-moulding machines and machining oils for tools

attracted 1,780 exhibitors from 38 countries and covered

manufacturing.”

the entire process chain for economical parts manufacturing using plastics.

The aim of the ROWE team at the event was therefore particularly to market the SUNLUB range of climate-friendly

ROWE was looking to promote its level of recognition as a

energy-saving oils for hydraulics applications – a product

lubricants manufacturer and supplier, particularly to industry,

already familiar to those in the sector. The product range

at the event. “After all, when it comes to plastics engineering

already stands out as having named approvals for plastics

and peripherals, it is primarily industrial hydraulic oils, indus-

engineering. Botz gives some examples: “For instance, the

trial gear oils and metalworking oils that are used in tools

world’s biggest manufacturer of plastic injection-moulding

manufacturing,” says Product Manager Otto Botz, evaluating

machines, Engel, has issued an approval. Other manufac-

the event. Together with his colleague Christos Stamboulakis

turers too, like the Swiss company Soplar and Netstal (part

and the two trainees Maximilian Doerken and Tobias Hein,

of the KraussMaffei Group), have similarly given named

he was advising visitors to the ROWE stand.

approvals for the SUNLUB range.”
In terms of better brand awareness for ROWE in the indus-

Botz adds: “Fundamentally, the focus for the ROWE brand

trial lubricants sector, this trade fair presence has achieved

is on automotive. Over the medium- to long-term, our

its objective. “Moving forward, we will follow up on the

aim is to establish ourselves more strongly in the industrial

contacts made here and look to place our ROWE HIGHTEC

sector and gain new additional market shares. For that

products with them,” says Botz.

reason, trade fairs like this are important for ROWE.”

And ROWE is definitely looking to have a stand at the

A total of 45,712 trade visitors from 120 countries visited

next plastics processing Fakuma in Friedrichshafen in

Fakuma 2015 – and many of them were also interested

October 2017.
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COVER STORY // ROWE RACING 2016

// ADDED POWER WIT
From this year, ROWE RACING will be taking to the starting grid
with two new BMW M6 GT3 racing cars, as a part works-backed team
for the Munich-based car manufacturer.
“We are really delighted about the partnership with

(Endurance and Sprint) and also on the Nordschleife at

BMW,” says team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf. “The

the Nürburgring. The season highlights will be the two

opportunity to compete at the top level with the new

24-hour classics at the Nürburgring (26-29.05.2016) and

BMW Motorsport M6 GT3 is challenging and motivating

in Spa (28-31.07.2016). A further scheduled treat in store

at the same time. As a successful endurance team, we

is the legendary city circuit in Macau, for the FIA GT

are again looking to achieve some highly ambitious

World Cup (17-20.11.2016).

targets this season, and we go into the new year full
of confidence.” The main areas where the BMW M6

// Details of the driver pairings are set to be announced

GT3 cars will be used is in both the Blancpain GT Series

in the coming weeks. //

TECHNICAL DATA
// CHASSIS
• Fully carbon-fibre outer skin
• Sealed underfloor
• Makrolon® panels
• Easy-access points for jacking,
engine oil filling and oil level checks
• Easy-access brake fluid reservoirs and read-off
connectors
• LED main headlamps
• Pneumatic jacking unit
• Fast fuelling unit
• Carbon-fibre front crash structure and carbon
fibre composite (CFC) rear crash structure for
maximum safety
// ENGINE
• Type: P63 engine with M TwinPower turbo technology
• Build type: V8
• Cylinder capacity: 4,395 ccm
• Power: up to 585 bhp (depending on the classification)

// GEARS

• Oil feed: oil system specially developed by BMW

• Ricardo transaxle unit

Motorsport, using a dry sump
• Turbocharger: 2/Series
• Intercooling: Air/air
• Engine control: Cosworth, software developed
by BMW Motorsport
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• Adjustable differential (preload)
• Generator, air-conditioning compressor,
clutch on the gear unit
• Zytek switch actuator
• Hydraulically-operated 4-disc sintered clutch

ROWE RACING 2016 // COVER STORY

H THE BMW M6 GT3 //
// COCKPIT
• Colour display with optional logger function

limiter, full beam/flash function, traction control, radio,

• ECU

wipers, display, drinks system, etc.)

• Power box

• Welded safety cage to comply with the latest FIA

• Illuminated switch panel

standard

• Adjustable pedal box

• Height-adjustable steering column

• Firmly screw-mounted BMW safety seat (with seat venti-

• Electrically-adjustable outside mirror

lation and height- and length-adjustable) for maximum

• Motorsport vehicle cable tree with various free sockets

safety, offset towards the centre of the vehicle

(e.g. for data loggers)

• Removable multifunction steering wheel (e.g. pit speed

• Fire extinguisher unit

// RIMS
• BBS 13” x 18” rims to front and rear axle, black
// SUSPENSION

// BRAKES

• Double wishbones on front and rear axle

• AP Racing racing brake unit

(adjustable for height, camber, tracking and roll centre)

• 6-piston front brake caliper

• Öhlins shock absorbers (multiply adjustable)

• 4-piston rear brake caliper

• Front and rear axle stabilisers, capable of external adjustment

• BOSCH Motorsport ABS system,

• Multi-stage adjustable traction control

multi-stage adjustable
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EXTRA // ROWE ACADEMY

GREATER CONFIDENCE
MAKES FOR BETTER BUSINESS
The ROWE Academy offers more than knowledge of products and processes. It forges
close ties to ROWE partners all around the world, promotes the ability of attendees to
offer competent advice, and boosts the quality image of ROWE, thereby forming the basis for even more successful, shared business. Here is one example, taken from practice.
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ROWE ACADEMY // EXTRA

The cooperation between ROWE and C.I.A.K. Auto d.o.o.

what ROWE is really all about.” By understanding the

from Croatia has existed since early 2014. The company,

processes, they have a better idea of the products and are

based in Zagreb, has been the ROWE distributor for Croatia

able to sell them better. “The Academy has increased our

since that time. It offers everything for the car – including a

knowledge and appreciation of ROWE. And we can now

wide selection of ROWE lubricants.

use our knowledge in the direct sales negotiations with
end-customers to convince them about the products,” the

In 2015, C.I.A.K. Auto decided to fly to Germany in

participants confirmed.

September with eight partners from across Croatia who

“Now that I have seen what ROWE is, I am fully con-

achieved the highest sales for ROWE products for May

vinced about the quality and the future sales pros-

and June months, together with two end-customers who

pects for the ROWE items in my workshop,” said Zlatko

had entered a competition via its sales outlets.

Prekrat. And Dominik Leko added: “I believe that the

Jan Meise – the ROWE Sales team member with respon-

ROWE Academy is the right way to go about things,

sibility for the Croatian market, amongst others – was

because knowledge about the company and the com-

also able to welcome his direct contacts Dominik Leko and

position of the lubricants represents value-added for

Dalibor Bagarić, the C.I.A.K sales manager, to this meeting.

the ROWE brand. It helps to differentiate these pro-

In addition to a variety-filled programme of enter-

ducts from all the other brands on the market.”

tainments, the main focus of the visit was a course of

For Jan Meise, the visit was a complete success: “On the

training at the ROWE Academy. Otto Botz, Product

one hand, I was able to get to know my customers and

Manager Automotive, had a wide range of themes on

their partners even better, and on the other hand they

offer: the basic principles of lubricants were covered,

were able to see for themselves what makes us one of the

along with approvals, specifications and the advantages

biggest and most modern lubricant suppliers in Europe.“

and strengths of the ROWE products used in Croatia.
The customers were also shown the special benefits they
could expect as a ROWE partner.

DID YOU KNOW?

But the training sessions at the ROWE Academy are not a

The ROWE Academy has existed for many years. Through

one-way street. Instead, the attendees from Croatia also

to today, countless attendees from cooperation coun-

made use of the opportunity to go into individual points

tries have been trained here about ROWE products, sales

in greater detail, in a joint and very lively discussion.

techniques and the general principles behind developing

The feedback from the participants on the training, and

lubricants, lubricant engineering and lubricant applica-

on the works visit and the invitation from ROWE to visit

tions. In addition, the ROWE Academy has developed

the Nürburgring to watch a VLN race, was suitably ent-

into a genuine place of understanding between peoples,

husiastic. For most of them, this was an entirely new and

thereby contributing to the sound and enduring rela-

thrilling experience. But the most important thing, in the

tions between ROWE and its partners the world over.

unanimous opinion of the Croatian visitors, was “seeing
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REVISITED

WORMS – THE GOURMET KITCHEN OF LUBRICANTS
If machines, engines, gears and hydraulic cylinders were true gourmets, they would be fully
behind ROWE HIGHTEC lubricants. After all, they are manufactured fully-automatically at our
site in Worms, achieving consistent top quality and using a modern process management system.

There are 70 kilometres of pipes, 3,000 pneumatic valves,

materials. The unloading operation is released from the

250 pumps – these are just some of the superlative stati-

control room by opening the filler valve on the corres-

stics on the production plant that has been in operation

ponding storage tank. It is impossible to overfill the tank,

since April 2014 at the ROWE site in Worms. Unlike the old

thanks to the installed automatic overfill protection. When

plant in Bubenheim, here all the mixes are achieved fully

a mixing process is initiated from the control room, all the

automatically. To realise this, there are 33 mixing vessels

additives and base oils needed are pumped fully automati-

available, with a total volume of 600 m³. The impressive

cally into the mixing vessel. The template for this is the mix

dimensions of the plant are a length of 68 metres, a width

formula, where the sequence and precise quantities of the

of 45 metres and a height of around 13 metres.

raw materials needed are stored. Each mixing vessel stands

The mixing processes are controlled by a process

on weighing cells. They display the current quantity in the

management system based on Siemens PCS7. Just nine

mixing vessel in kilograms.

employees are needed to control the complete mixing

A wide range of other data is similarly fed into the

operation in two shifts – from unloading the raw materials

control room. Thus, for example, the current tempera-

to pumping the finished products into the storage tanks.

tures in the mixing vessel and the storage tanks can be

The Worms facility has a storage capacity for finished pro-

read off constantly, while fill level indicators provide

ducts of 3,100 m³. It is spread across tanks of different

information about the levels in the containers. The

sizes, which means that ROWE is able to produce a broad

opening status of all valves can similarly be rapidly

range of products in smaller quantities economically, in

recorded, as can the display indicating which pumps are

order to satisfy demand.

currently active.
Over and above the automatic fault notifications,

Flexibility for the customer

employees in the control room therefore have a secure
grasp on every detail of the manufacturing process and

The plant has been equipped with 31 base oil storage

can intervene to control that process.

tanks with capacities ranging from 40 m³ to 80 m³.

By adjusting a wide range of parameters, the dosing can

Thanks to this extensive inventory of base oils, totalling

be adapted for each individual mixing vessel and raw

2,240 m³, ROWE can respond with great flexibility to

material. This means that raw materials can be added with

customer requests. This capacity is complemented by

an accuracy measured down to the nearest kilogram.

the storage capacity for additives, of 1,595 m³ – spread

Once the mix has been released by Quality Assurance in

between 41 tanks ranging in size from 25 m³ to 80 m³.

the laboratory, the valves are automatically set in such a

The storage tanks for raw materials are at a tempe-

way that the finished product can be pumped into the

rature of around 40°C. The waste heat from the com-

associated storage tank. The storage tank for the finished

bined heat and power unit is used to heat up both the

product and the associated pump are now released by

storage tanks and the mixing vessels.

the control room, and the automatic process for filling
the container can begin. There is also the option of filling

Safe and transparent

tanker trucks directly from this storage tank.
Using this fully-automated plant, it is possible to

Every raw material delivered by tanker truck is assigned

produce 400 tonnes of ROWE HIGHTEC products “Made

to its own storage tank and its own system of pipes.

in Germany” per day, which are supplied from Worms to

This prevents mixing and contamination with other raw

customers all over the world.
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REVISITED
ROWE as
partner for the
TRIPLE BENEFITS  - GUARANTEED growing AdBlue
market
After the first few months of operation, it is now confirmed:

the combined heat and power station (CHP for short) at ROWE’s
site in Worms is fully meeting the expectations placed on it.
With its new automatic filler in

It is producing electricity and heat cost-favourably, it is
protecting the environment thanks to lower emissions,
and it is helping ROWE to develop new lubricants.

Worms, ROWE is now also on hand
for its customers as a high-performance partner for the AdBlue
segment. Increasing numbers of
diesel vehicles require urea for

Right on time for the cold season,

“ROWE consumes up to 80 per cent

exhaust gas cleaning, especially

the combined heat and power

of this electricity itself, with 20 per

since the Euro-6 standard came in.

station has come fully on-stream.

cent being fed into the public grid,”

In addition to trucks, this also affects

Thanks to the efficient coupling of

says Bachmann. Alongside this, the

private cars and delivery vehicles.

heat and power, the unit produces

heat is fed out at two points. A

570 kW of thermal and 600 kW of

waste gas heat exchanger supplies

As an additive product for work-

electrical energy simultaneously.

the processes requiring very high

shops, service providers and petrol

In addition to the process heat for

temperatures. The motor cooling

stations, AdBlue is therefore

production, the CHP now also sup-

circuit supplies the remaining

becoming increasingly important.

plies all the energy needed to heat

process heat and simultaneously

ROWE has accordingly installed

the buildings and the hot water. It

supplies the heating and hot water

an AdBlue facility in Hall 1 in

means that ROWE effectively has

plant with the necessary energy.

Worms. It involves two 60,000-

a fully-autonomous supply of heat

litre stainless steel storage tanks.

and power at the site in Worms.

Development plant for

Filling these tanks is controlled

The separate heating unit now only

new products

via the process control system.

serves as a back-up. “If the CHP

The facility offers two filling units.

should develop a fault or if it needs

The CHP is operated with an

One of these is for containers with

to undergo maintenance, the unit

in-house motor oil and radiator

sizes of 2, 5, 10 and 20 litres. After

we were using previously is brought

antifreeze. Part of the thinking

filling, these containers are passed

back into action, because we will

behind this is to secure approval

into a sealing unit and then run

always need heat,” says engineer

from the Mannheim-based mecha-

through the labeller. Next, the 2-

Leonhardt Bachmann.

nical engineering company MWM

and 5-litre containers are packed

for the ROWE products to be used in

into cardboard boxes and stacked.

similar plants.

The 10- and 20-litre containers

After all, the containers are storing
around 5.4 million litres of base

are stacked onto pallets using an

oils and additives, which can be

“With that in mind, every 150 ope-

automatic pick-and-place unit and

heated using heating coils. This

rating hours we analyse the oil used,

then fed into the stretcher unit

allows them to be brought up to

and after 8,000 operating hours a

for film wrapping. This guarantees

the right temperature, so that

full plant analysis is performed.The

safe transport to the customer.

waiting times in Production the

MWM approval can be issued on

For the 210- and 1,000-litre cont-

following day can be avoided.

the basis of the data obtained from

ainers, a separate filling unit was

This regular demand for heating

this,” says Bachmann, outlining the

installed – one which was already

is the main reason why the CHP

procedure involved. It means that

in use at Bubenheim. It is designed

runs efficiently all year round –

ROWE is able to use its own CHP to

in such a way that both small con-

including during the hot summer

develop a new product which can

tainers (up to 20 litres) and large

months – and can produce elec-

then be marketed to customers ope-

containers (210 or 1,000 litres)

tricity at full load.

rating similar plants.

can be filled simultaneously.
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COVER STORY // VISITS TO ROWE

A GOLDEN AUTUMN
RUSSIA
ALBANIA

The interest from international
visitors in the ROWE company and
its products continues to grow,
and there is no let-up in the numbers of visitors.
In October alone, a total of 105
visitors from seven countries came
to Worms.
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VISITS TO ROWE // COVER STORY

AND MANY VISITORS
In October, ROWE welcomed a total of over 100 visitors
In October 2015, Michael Matias simultaneously wel-

quality things are very much under control. “Events such

comed 47 customers and partners from Poland, 15 from

as this also allow us to show how much work goes into

Romania and 17 from Albania. On the joint works tour,

a product. The oil gets poured into the engine quickly,

the visitors wanted above all to learn how the pro-

but before you reach that point a lot of stages and work

duction lines are organised and how the automatic

processes need to be worked through,” says Matias. And

manufacturing and packaging lines operate. Taking a

the visitors were accordingly interested in the whole

look inside the tanks was also a part of the tour. The

manufacturing chain – from the raw material arriving

key finding by all involved: at ROWE, when it comes to

through to the finished product.
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COVER STORY // VISITS TO ROWE

Linking theory and practice

product application at first hand. “For our visitors, that
was a very special event,” recalls Matias. “From qua-

Extensive training was also part of the programme for

lifying to lining up on the starting grid to the closing

the visit, with the main focus being on automotive pro-

moments, they were right with us throughout. In the

ducts. The visitors were particularly interested in back-

pit lane, they were able to get to meet the drivers in

ground knowledge, and it was possible to answer many

person, and they could watch the race unfold from the

of the questions directly: What is the composition of

ROWE RACING VIP Lounge. Everyone was gripped by

the oil? What properties do the base oils and additives

racing fever.”

have? How are the additives put together, and how
do they work? Ultimately, all this information is useful

Customers from Malaysia

for the visitors as effective sales arguments. After all,
customers want to be won over by competence, they

At roughly the same time, a group of 16 customers from

want to understand how these lubricating oils work,

Malaysia were on a tour of Europe, with a visit to ROWE

what makes ROWE products stand out, and what advan-

being right at the top of their travel plan agenda. “In

tages they offer over competitor products.

addition to the new plant in Worms, these partners from
the Far East were also interested in our Bubenheim faci-

At the VLN race at the Nürburgring, it was then possible

lities,” recalls Export Manager Nicolai Sablowski. Following

to experience the direct connection between theory and

an in-depth tour and many discussions with experts, the
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VISITS TO ROWE // COVER STORY

BELARUS

This is how international collaboration works at ROWE:
our foreign ROWE partners were
excited by our products every bit as
much as by the thrilling VLN race.
In both cases, they were won over
by the performance and reliability
of the German company.

ROMANIA

MALAYSIA

POLAND

visitors from Malaysia met up with the other visitors at the

supplemented by a visit to the laboratory and a tour of

Nürburgring to experience the latest VLN race together.

the production facilities in Worms.
„We liked it. We learned a lot, and the strong practical

… and then things got even more international…

focus was much appreciated,” summarised the participants. For example, the results of previously-conducted

As if this were not enough, the group of visitors was

tests on a number of Russian antifreeze products were

further supplemented by a total of 10 employees from

shared, and the difference with the corresponding ROWE

ROWE Russia and some of their customers from Russia,

product highlighted, as this proves critical in terms of

Belarus and Kazakhstan.

the performance characteristics. In addition, Dr. Stefan

They were taking up the opportunity of a joint seminar

Berger used a “foam test” to demonstrate how cheaper

at the ROWE Academy, with a presentation by Product

antifreeze products differ from higher-quality products.

Manager Nils Mayer. This involved a genuine premiere,
as Galyna Dzivenko reports, because the presentation

At the end of their tour of ROWE, the visitors from

was broadcast via translation in the language of the

Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan were similarly enthusi-

visitors’ own countries. The theme was wide-ranging,

astic spectators at the ninth of the ten races which make

extending from automotive products to industrial lubri-

up the VLN Endurance Racing Championship, the ROWE

cants, the range of ANTIFREEZE products and metal-

DMV 250-mile Race, in which the #9 IGAT-SLS AMG GT3

working oils through to greases. The presentation was

finished in sixth place.
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DID YOU KNOW?

GHS/CLP REGULATION
IS A LIVING SYSTEM
Before launching chemicals on the market, the

Should this change due to newly-obtained findings

industry needs to determine the potential risks of

regarding the hazard potential of the hazardous

these compounds and mixes for human health and the

material or of the hazardous mixture, in accordance

environment and to classify them on the basis of the

with the CLP Regulation as outlined in more detail in

hazards identified. Hazardous chemicals must also be

the previous issue of ROWE INSIDE, then all recipes

labelled in accordance with a standardised system, in

containing the newly-reclassified substance must simi-

order that employers and consumers can be aware of

larly be assessed taking this new aspect into account.

their effects and of the appropriate protective mea-

In addition to the CLP Regulation (which simply repre-

sures before using them. Thanks to this living process,

sents the European alignment to GHS provisions), other

the hazardous characteristics of chemicals are communi-

classification and labelling systems are applicable in

cated via standard information and pictograms on iden-

other countries. For example, under European chemicals

tifying labels and in safety data sheets. Every supplier of

law the caffeine familiar to us from coffee is classified

a hazardous material or of a hazardous mixture is thus

as harmful to health, whereas in the USA, Canada and

obligated in law to make a safety data sheet available

Japan the substance is considered toxic and in China,

for its customers in the language used in the customer’s

surprisingly, it is not classed as a hazardous substance at

country. The recipient, in turn, must check the deter-

all. These aspects all need to be taken into consideration

mined classification and the labelling.

when drawing up safety data sheets.

COOLANTS DEFY THE INCREASINGLY
EXACTING REQUIREMENTS
Ever smaller quantities of coolants need to ensure that the correct operating
temperature is maintained in modern engines.
Secondly, simply to maintain the operating temperature

Customer preferences for ever more fuel-economical

of around 90°C in the car, depending on the vehicle

cars and for engines with ever greater performance and

type, around 30 per cent of the heat produced is taken

efficiency are essentially contradictory, and the auto-

up, that is to say absorbed, by the cooling fluid. It is only

motive industry can only satisfy these, given the simul-

thanks to the coolant that you can guarantee that the

taneous statutory requirement for ever lower CO2 and

wide range of materials used in the engine and in the

NOx values, by building engines that are ever smaller

cooling system do not become damaged, given the high

and lighter – a process known as downsizing.

prevailing combustion temperatures in the engine, and
that all components harmonise in the best possible way

This means that the cooling system only has a smaller volume

with one another.

of coolant available to maintain the engine’s operating
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DID YOU KNOW?

ENERGY FROM FUEL 100%

HEAT 33%
MOTION 33%
EXHAUST GAS 33%

temperature, while the heat input remains the same.
A smaller quantity of a modern coolant nowadays needs
to be able to handle a very high thermal load effectively.
To investigate the high-temperature stability of coolants,
operating temperatures of up to 180°C are simulated
at ROWE in the laboratory. In the test apparatus shown
in the photo, the hot surface of an aluminium cylinder
head in a combustion engine is being simulated. While
the underside of the test body is heated for 168 hours
to 180°C, the surface stands in contact with a dilution
of coolant and corrosive water which is resting in the
glass cylinder. At the end of the test, the surface of the
test body is examined optically under the microscope for
corrosion phenomena, the carry-off due to corrosion is
determined quantitively and the remaining protective
capacity of the inhibitors is determined by analysis.
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EXTRA // NEWS FROM THE COMPANY

SZ Water Treatment System GmbH in Bubenheim is continuing to
expand its water recovery technology portfolio. The connection with
ROWE is creating ideal opportunities for comprehensive support to
industrial customers.

There are around 1.4 billion cubic kilometres of

is in planning. The Bubenheim team is set to

water on earth, but that is still not enough to

handle the engineering and the project design

supply everyone adequately with water. Because

of the plant. For the plant construction itself,

only 2.5 per cent of it, or around 35 million

SZ is working with Mannheim-based Rebecca

cubic kilometres, is fresh water, and of that only

Filter GmbH. Control and electrical engineering,

around 213,000 cubic kilometres is relatively

process linking and switchgear construction are

readily accessible and thus usable, in lakes, rivers

the responsibility of SZ.

or large-scale reservoirs.
That corresponds to 0.015 per cent of the global

With this cooperation, SZ can offer innovative

volume of water. It is a minimal share of the

services at the highest level of engineering, and

total, and it is also very differently distributed

at the same time remain highly competitive. As a

over the surface of our ‘blue planet’.

result, the still-young SZ Water Treatment System
GmbH has already managed to realise numerous

Central Europe is one region which has sufficient

projects with local industrial companies.

fresh water available. But that does not alter the

“Thus in future we will not only be supporting

fact that water is a scarce resource. Accordingly,

larger company groups, but likewise SME enter-

we need to be suitably careful in how we use it –

prises. Optimising plant can pay off at all orders

including in our part of the world.

of scale,” Stilgenbauer is convinced.

This is precisely the focus of the work at SZ Water

With that, he immediately moves on to another

Treatment System GmbH, which was founded

subject: to the synergy between SZ and ROWE.

by its two shareholders, Jürgen Stilgenbauer

In order that plants - for instance in the auto-

and Michael Zehe, in November 2014. As well

motive, food or beverage industry - can be run effi-

as treating industrial waste water, the company

ciently and thus in a manner which cares for the

– which is part of the ROWE Group – also offers

environment and cost-favourably, they need not

limescale protection systems, dosing chemicals,

just optimised water management, but also the

filtration systems and thermal transfer fluids.

right lubricants.

“With most of the industrial systems for our

For Stilgenbauer, this offers a beneficial synergy: “If

customers, we are talking about several mil-

we advise our customers on how they can improve

lions of litres of water per year that get used

their processes, it is certainly appropriate in one

and thus contaminated,” says Stilgenbauer,

or two cases to develop a customised lubricant

describing the starting situation.

concept alongside this. This is where the specia-

“Around 70-80 per cent of it can be treated

lists at ROWE come in. Many of our customers need

using our technology, without needing signi-

lubricants, for instance to operate their pump units

ficant quantities of chemicals.”The result is a

– in some cases, in large quantities. In future, we

perfect combination of ecology and economy.

would be able to create optimum synergies in such
cases and act as a system provider. If it becomes

“Our specialisation is increasingly moving in the

evident that expert specialists from both areas are

direction of water cycles and reuse of critical

working hand in hand here, that improves both our

waste waters, including in industrial plants,” says

customer acceptance and also the quality of our

Stilgenbauer. Currently, a new project of this kind

service, and on top of that it increases the benefit

for recovering water in industrial processes
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the customer ultimately gains for himself.”

CREATING SYNERGIES
VIA SPECIAL KNOW-HOW

NEWS
NEWSFROM
FROMTHE
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SPORT

VICTORY OVER THE FORCES OF
NATURE AND ONESELF
Just 200 metres into the swim, Dieter Holz had been
caught out and he was thinking that his race was already
over. A kick in the stomach and a blow to the eye took
the breath out of him. Then he found himself wedged in
the pack, and could only overtake by swimming a zig-zag
course. “I swam 4,300 metres instead of 3,900!” said Holz.
He emerged from the water disappointed, in a time of
1:31 h. Had all that swimming training been a wasted
effort? Not at all, as was later to become apparent during
the subsequent phases of the race, because despite
his misfortunes and the diversions, he came out of the
water “energised”.
After switching to the bike, he rode the 180 kilometres
very conservatively. But when he made a succession of
overtakes in the rain during the climb to Hawi, his competitive streak returned. He cranked things up a gear, and
despite the Mumuku winds he made up place after place
over the remaining 60 kilometres of the ride. The rain had
In the legendary Ironman on Hawaii, the Triathlon World

by now washed off his sunscreen, and Holz was already

Championships, which ended in a German one-two with

suffering from terrible sunburn.

Jan Frodeno and Andreas Realert, Dieter Holz (Poseidon

Now came the running phase. He tackled the marathon at

Worms) achieved his personal target. For the tenth time,

an even pace, and managed to make up ground steadily.

the triathlete in the ROWE vest completed the course

In the end, he achieved an outstanding 7th place in his

in Kailua Kona, finishing the running section in an out-

65 age category. For the 10th time, he crossed the finish

standing 7th place in his age category.

line on Alli Drive, in a time of 12:54 h, and was able to

It was a tough day, demanding everything from the 2,300

enjoy the greeting “You are an Ironman” from legendary

partipicants. Strong waves, currents, heat, the Mumuku

announcer Mike Reilly. It marked a successful conclusion to

winds, rain – the race had a bit of everything.

a long and successful season.

POWERING
TO VICTORY

AJ Bell British Grand Prix 2015

Manchester, toppling the defending
champion, three-time title-winner

The numbers one and two in the

(2006, 2012 and 2014) Nick Matthew.

Professional Squash Association (PSA)
world rankings faced one another on

European Club Championships 2015

14 September in the National

The cup goes to ROWE!
That was the result at
four squash tournaments
from September to
November 2015.
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Squash Centre in Manchester, in the

Hard-fought, and ultimately power

brand-new ASB Show Glass Court,

won through – that would be a sum-

in the final of the British Grand Prix

ming-up of the success of the team

(BGP). The eventual winner was

from Worms on 19 September in

Mohamed Elshorbagy, in a ROWE

Krakow. The Worms Black & White

shirt. The world-ranked number one

Squash Club, sponsored by the

was winning the BGP for the first

lubricants specialist ROWE, won

time, on his second appearance in

out in a tightly-fought contest in

SPORT

ROWE NOW ALSO IN THE GERMAN
NATIONAL LEAGUE FOR TRIATHLON
Following a successful series, triathlon sponsorship is being expanded from 2016.
In 2015, ROWE began sponsoring the women’s regional

similarly gained promotion this year.

league teams of stimmel-sports e.V. Following a season

In addition to national athletes from Germany, the ROWE

with four wins for the ROWE Sports stimmel-sports team

Triathlon teams are being supported by international ath-

in four races, the team succeeded in realising a major

letes from Slovenia, Austria, Switzerland, Hungary and

dream at the end of the season by being promoted,

Russia, meaning that the teams are targeting a top ten

undefeated, to the premier German national triathlon

finish for their first season in the national league’s top tier.

league. Together with ROWE
professional triathlete
Anna Kusch, the women
running with Jana Binninger
and Jana Uderstadt put in
some outstanding performances. In each race, the
podium was filled with ROWE
team runners. This successful
season means that ROWE is
set to expand its sponsorship
from 2016 on. So there will
now be two teams in triathlon
lining up in the 1st Triathlon
Bundesliga under the ROWE
Triathlon name, because
ROWE is not only backing the
women, but also the men’s
stimmel-sports team, which

the finals of the European Club

Gaultier wins US Open 2015

Elshorbagy wins Qatar Classic

European Club Cup going to Worms

World-ranked number 3, the

The world’s best squash players

for the fourth year in succession.

Frenchman Greg Gaultier, came up

battled one another on 9 November

ROWE boss Michael Zehe is delighted

against Omar Mosaad (Egypt) in the

at the Khalifa Tennis & Squash

for his young players: “The effort

final of the US Open and put in a

Complex in Doha (Qatar), to compete

and the sweat lost in training have

convincing performance, winning

in the finals of the Qatar Classic

all paid off. As title defenders, you

the USD 150,000 prize in a clear

Squash Championships. In the men’s

are of course always under parti-

victory in three sets. It means that

final, Mohamed Elshorbagy (EGY,

cular pressure. But in addition to

the ROWE-sponsored Gaultier has

WRL 1) came up against Greg Gaultier

the dedication to the sport and the

achieved three US Open victories,

(FRA, WRL 3). The final eventually

competitive edge, the necessary

a feat only previously achieved by

went to Elshorbagy. It means that

good fortune also went our way.

Jansher Khan (PAK) and only outdone

the first two places went to athletes

Everything came together well.”

by Peter Nicols (ENG), with four wins.

sporting the ROWE brand on their shirts.

Championships 2015. It sees the
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CONTAINERS FOR DIFFERENT
PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED
ON ULTRA-MODERN FACILITIES,
USING A BLOW-MOULDING PROCESS.

MOTOR RACING
& MOTOR OIL
At ROWE, it all fits together.
The review of 2015 is in this issue
of ROWE INSIDE // Page 14
ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION

ROWE QUALITY OILS ONLY COME IN
PALBO GMBH CONTAINERS – AND PALBO
IS A ROWE GROUP COMPANY.
PALBO MANUFACTURES CONTAINERS FROM
THE 250 ML BOTTLE TO 5-LITRE CANISTERS.

More at
www.rowe.com.de
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